How it Works

Electrostatic
Sprayer Manual

The Electrostatic Sprayer uses the latest scientific advances to make cleaning and sanitizing
almost any area fast, efficient, and effective. Suitable for home or business, indoor or
outdoor use. The Portable Sprayer's 129W motor adds a positive electrical charge to every
drop of solution inside the 1.8 liter refillable reservoir.
Because most grounded surfaces and microbes have a negative charge, the positively
charged solution produced is actively attracted to all the surrounding surfaces, and
repelled by the rest of the solution. That means no pooling and no uneven distribution just an even layer of disinfecting solution over every surface. The 20V rechargeable battery
makes this sprayer portable and convenient, small enough to be used almost anywhere,
yet powerful enough to revolutionize your cleaning routine.

Operating Instructions
1. Remove product from packaging and check if
any parts are missing or damaged.
2. Check the battery power level by holding the on/off
switch on the battery pack. If the battery is less than
50% charged (fewer than 2 LED lights illuminated), fully
charge the battery before use.
3. Mount the battery pack onto the
bottom of the sprayer.
4. Prepare the cleaning solution according to the
formula instructions. Fill the reservoir and screw it into
the sprayer.
5. Press the on/off switch on the back of the sprayer
to begin spraying. Rotate the nozzle to adjust the
angle of spray.
6. Be sure to wear proper PPE while disinfecting.
7. Starting in the furthest corner from the door, spray disinfectant in
a fan motion across all surfaces. Cover 350-450 square feet in 5-7
minutes. Treat 6-10 rooms per refill.

Product Specifications:

Size - 12.83" x 3.19" x 5.93"
Voltage - 20V (DC)
Motor Power - 129 watts
Current - 6 amps
Effective Range - 9.8-16.4 feet
Atomized Volume - 70ml/min
Charger Input - AC 100-240V 50hz/60hz
Charging Time - 3-4 hours
Operating Time - 25-30 minutes
Reservoir Size - 1.8 liters
Noise Level - 75-90DB
Net Weight - 2.5 lbs

Package Includes:

Electrostatic Sprayer Device
20V Rechargeable Lithium Battery
1.8 Liter Reservoir
Charging Cable

Maintenance & Storage

After each use and before long term storage, fill the reservoir with clean water and run device to flush any residual
cleaning solution.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth; do not submerge in water.
Store in a cool, dry place with temperatures above freezing and out of reach of children. Allowing the device to
freeze will void the warranty and cause extensive damage to device.
Remove battery pack from device when not in use.
Store the battery in a cool, dry, well-ventilated place protected from direct sunlight. Recommended temperature
32F-75F degrees. Do not store in elevated temperatures for a long period.
Do not store the battery with wires, metals, or pins. These materials may short circuit the battery causing burnout
or explosion.
The battery must be partially charged when stored, ideally 40-50%. Fully charge the battery once every 3 months.
Always use the original charging cable. Using incompatible charging cable may lead to damage, failure, or injury.

Warnings & Safety Instructions

Please read the warnings & instructions fully before using your Electrostatic Sprayer.
Fully charge the battery before each use for optimal performance and maximum battery life.
Review the product thoroughly before operating and ensure you are familiar with the controls.
Do not use if the battery pack is damaged.
Do not use corrosive liquid or ethyl alcohol with this device.
Children should be supervised at all times when around this device.
Use only the manufacturer's recommended accessories and replacement parts.
Do no use the cord or plug if damaged.
Do not use the device if it has been damaged ,dropped in water, or is otherwise malfunctioning.
Do not use the device if the nozzle is clogged.
Always use the device with the proper voltage power source otherwise motor could be damaged.
Store indoors; do not allow device to freeze.
Do not attempt to disassemble the device.
Do not charge the battery while unattended.
Do not dispose of in regualar household waste. Contact local authority to learn about proper disposal.

Contact us today with any questions or concerns.
jeff.zimmerman@prevsol.com
844-364-3281
Live chat at www.prevsol.com

